“HELLO MY META NAME IS”
NFT PROJECT
Whitepaper

Your ONLY chance to buy a piece of History and Put your Name/
Artwork in the Metaverse ! Only 10000 available NFT around the
globe!
Stop buying useless NFT image Be one of the first owners of a “HELLO my META name is”
NFT
NFT Community Owned

Cross Chain Bridge

No whitelist

Give Back to the community Program

No Whales

Staking

Unlimited NFT Customization

Metaverse Compatible
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Put your Name/Artwork into the Metaverse
One of the biggest ideas of the “HELLO my META name is” NFT project is that you will be
able to edit your NFT whenever you want.
At the beginning of the project, our goal was simply to give owners the ability to put their
names on their “HELLO my META name is” NFTs.
After lots of meetings, community comments and some artist demands, we are now pushing
our goal to the next level!
All owners will be able to do unlimited editing of their NFT with a personalized PNG image
file. This will mean that you will be able to put your Name, Artwork, Logo, Sign, etc. Anything
that you like or represents you or your brand, could be put into the Metaverse!
Now, let’s reveal to you some of the features:

Only the blank section of the NFT will be editable

Only specific sizes of PNGs will be compatible

You will be able to do unlimited edits of your NFT

You will be able to make it blank again before selling

You will be able to sell it with your artwork on it

All editing will be done on our upcoming website in the Dapp section
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Example 1
You will be able to put an image of your name or artwork

Jane Doe
On that “HELLO my META name is” NFT

To have a customized NFT with upgraded Metadata

Jane Doe
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Hold it, stak it or sell it with your artwork on it to boost its price and
put it into the metaverse

Example 2
Remove that image of your name or artwork

Jane Doe
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You will now have a brand new blank NFT and can sell it or customize
it again!
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Referral Program
As a “HELLO my META name is” NFT holder, you are eligible for US$25 worth of WETH
when you refer a friend who purchases a “HELLO my META name is” NFT, if you meet the
following conditions:
Requirements
• You have completed the referral form before your friend purchases the NFT.
• You hold at least 1 “HELLO my META name is” NFT
• You and your friend follow at least 1 of our Social Media accounts
• Your friend did not previously own any “HELLO my META name is” NFTs
There are no referral limits - you can refer as many friends as you want, and upon meeting
the requirements, you will be rewarded for each referral.
24 to 48 hours after all the conditions are met, the referrer will receive their US 25 WETH in
their purchase wallet.
How do I complete the referral form and what information will I need?
• The form can be found on our website, www.hellomymetanameis.com
• You will need your purchase wallet information and the purchase wallet information of
your friend
• You will need the names of both you and your friend’s social media accounts that are
following at least one of our socials.
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Upcoming Cross Chain Bridge
What Is a Cross-Chain Bridge?
A cross-chain, or blockchain bridge, enables the transfer of tokens, assets, smart contract
instructions, or data between blockchains. Although the two chains may have different protocols, rules, and governance models, a cross-chain bridge is able to connect these disparate
blockchains together by securely interoperating.
A cross-chain bridge allows users to:
•
•
•
•

Deploy digital asset transactions quickly and easily;
Enjoy low operational difficulty;
Take advantage of lower transfer fees on non-scalable blockchains;
Implement dApps across multiple platforms.

With our upcoming Cross Chain Bridge, you will be able to exchange your current Polygon
based NFT on a different network. We will work to propose as many of the best Blockchain
Networks as we can. Your NFT will be able to take advantage of the blockchain that you
choose. However, it is very important that you check the network of the Metaverse that you
plan to put your NFT before doing so, to prevent unnecessary transactions fees if you need
to change back to the old network again.
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NFT Metaverse Staking
NFT staking is a promising branch of DeFi that has the potential to solve some significant
NFT transaction problems. Most importantly, it offers NFT holders an opportunity to earn
crypto from their NFTs without having to sell them, making it an attractive passive income
model.
Like cryptocurrency staking, NFT staking involves “locking” assets in the metaverse in exchange for interest or rewards.
Essentially, NFT staking refers to “locking” an NFT either through the NFT project itself,
or on an external platform. In return for staking NFTs, holders earn so-called “staking rewards”, thus providing holders with a way to earn passive income from their NFTs without
having to sell them.
Staking is a practice that comes from a variety of cryptocurrencies and tokens, especially
those that use proof-of-stake (PoS) protocols to confirm transactions. Like NFTs, staking
crypto tokens involves locking tokens for a period of time in exchange for passive income
through staking rewards.
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For PoS blockchains, staking is a key feature that allows these networks to process transactions and remain secure. Additionally, staking rewards for blockchain and Web3 platforms
often come in the form of network transaction fees or interest.
Why Stak NFTs?
One of the biggest problems with NFTs is liquidity. That said, it is not always easy to sell
NFTs due to their non-fungible nature. In fact, the value of an NFT is largely subjective —
its value is dependent on the amount that a particular person is willing to pay for it. On the
other hand, fungible tokens such as cryptocurrencies are much easier to trade, because they
have a market-defined value that is relative to both fiat currencies and other cryptocurrencies.
NFT staking offers a way for holders to profit from their NFTs without having to directly find
a buyer to sell it to. In this way, staking solves the liquidity problem of NFTs.
How NFT Staking Works
As mentioned above, NFTs are staked in a very similar way to cryptocurrencies. Of course,
due to the nature of fungible cryptocurrencies and non-fungible tokens, there are some key
differences between them.
The rewards for staking an NFT will vary, depending on the NFT itself (purchase value) and
the platform on which you stak it. Typically, however, staking rewards are in the form of
platform-native tokens, offered daily or weekly.
More details to come, as explained in our roadmap, to know all our Metaverse partnerships!
It will be HUGE!
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NFT Owner’s advantage program
Get deals and discounts on concerts, Metaverse, online entertainment, NFTs, Defi and more.
The “HELLO my META name is” NFT Owner’s Advantage Program will give you even more
to love about “HELLO my META name is”.

LIVE LIKE A VIP!
“HELLO my META name is” NFT wants to give you exclusive chances to win once-in-a-lifetime Metaverse experiences, such as seeing the next virtual concert for free and before anyone else does, all-in VIP Metaverse artist concerts, weekly prizes and lots of online gaming
advantages/opportunities with all our future partners.
More details to come as per our roadmap.

We want to give you nothing more than ALL THE BEST !

